
 

 

Baseline assessment topics 
 
Component 1: Design and Technology in the 21st Century Written examination: 3 hours 50% of 
qualification 
 
Component 2: Design and make project Non-exam assessment: approximately 80 hours 50% of 
qualification   
 
Baseline assessment skills 
The subject content within section 2.1 and section 2.2 for product design is presented under seven main 
headings: 
 

 Designing and innovation  

 Materials and components  

 Processes  

 Industrial and commercial practice  

 Product analysis and systems  

 Human responsibility  

 Public interaction – marketing and research. 
 
Bridging activities 
 

Work to be done on A3 paper if possible. Please read all the information before 
starting!  
Analysis is very important to designers when understanding how products work. Use the help 
sheet to guide your analysis of your chosen product.  
  
Product Design: Products   
 

Task 1: 

Using the Analysis help sheet ‘Understanding Product Analysis’ at the bottom of this document, 
carefully analyse an interesting product in order to understand how and why it was made. This 
task is much easier if you have a real product in front of you rather than a picture from the 
internet! You should make notes on the materials, components and manufacturing processes. 
Produce a detailed three-dimensional sketch of your product. 
   
Task 2: 
Then produce three annotated sketches of similar products (maybe the product has changed in 
design over a period of time and has developed in some way). Make notes on all the differences 
between these products and comment on why you think the changes in design have taken 
place.   
 
Task 3: 
Use a variety of drawing equipment such as pencil, fine liner, coloured pencils, watercolours 
etc. Add titles and captions. Try to make your sheets as visually interesting as possible!   
 
Extension Task: Try to make a model of part of your chosen subject. Use any materials you can 
find and be creative! Please ensure models are no bigger than 300 x 300mm in size.  
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Secondary Analysis 
This is when you collect images of products, usually from the internet or magazines or 
photographs. This is a visual analysis only, focusing on aesthetic qualities (what it looks like) 
such as colour, shape and other visual features on the product.   
 
It is very difficult to get a sense of product from just a picture so it is important you have a 
real product in front of you to examine and you should try to analyse a minimum of three 
different products that are similar in some way.   
 
You should investigate and analyse all details of the products you look at and consider the 
following areas:  
 

ACCESS FM   
 

Many designers use the acronym ACCESS FM to help them remember the key areas of initial 
product analysis and product evaluation. Try using all of the points below in your 
investigations.  
 

Aesthetics: How the product looks, its shape and form, colour, texture, pattern or decoration, 
finish (shiny, smooth, rough etc.)   
Cost: What is the price range your product fits into?   
Customer: Who is your product designed for? Who is the User or Market Group? Age? Gender? 
Their likes/dislikes? Styles? What are their needs?   
Environment: Where will the product live or be used? What impact does this have on the 
design?   
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Safety: What safety considerations are there for the product?   
Function: What will or what does the product do? How does it work? Are there any special 

Size: What size should the design/product be? Is it too big/small?   
features? Can you compare it to other similar designs?   
Materials: What materials have been used? Why?  
Manufacture: How is the product going to be made?  
 

 

 

Task 4: 
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Revision websites 

 

 www.technologystudent.com 

 

 Design & Technology on the Web - Resources and help for students and teachers in 

Design & Technology, Product Design, Graphics, Graphic Products, Electronics, 

Electronic Products, Engineering, Industrial manufacturing, Resistant materials, Textiles, 

Food, Catering, Workshop skills and lots of general KS3 material - for students and 

teachers in Design & Technology. "Mr Richmond Help!" - DTOTW - Project, coursework 

and exam help - The best site for Design & Technology students and teachers. (design-

technology.info) 

 

 Index to revision section Design & Technology On The Web - Revision Exam 

Coursework CSE A /AS Level KS3 - Graphic products, textiles, Resistant Materials, 

Electronics, Systems & Control, Food technology, Industrial Production, Manufacturing, 

Product Design and Engineering - Design-And-Technology-On-The-Web - GCSE 

Coursework and Project Help - Mr Richmond's homework and project help for Design 

and Technolgy students at Ks3, Ks4, KS5 and beyond. Mr Richmond Help - ---- Bill 

Richmond (design-technology.info) 

 

 GCSE Design and Technology - Eduqas - BBC Bitesize 

 www.newdesigners.com/ 

 www.pinterest.co.uk/ 

 www.britishmuseum.org/ 

 

 Mechanisms sites 
           Cabaret Mechanical Theatre 
           Flying Pig 

 Alternative Technology sites 
           The Centre of Alternative Technology 
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